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UPCOMING EVENTS 

 
 

 
WEDNESDAY 15 FEBRUARY 

14h15 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th vs Trinity House 
 

THURSDAY 16 FEBRUARY 
07h15 Gr 2 outing to Greensleeves  
08h30 ISASA cricket festival  
 

FRIDAY 17 FEBRUARY 
08h30 Cycle tests (Gr 5 SOCS; Gr 6-7 Afrik) 
08h30 ISASA cricket festival  
 

SATURDAY 18 FEBRUARY 
08h00 U10A/B; U11A/B; 2nd vs WHPS 
08h30 ISASA cricket festival 
 

MONDAY 20 FEBRUARY 
16h30 Chess vs St Mary’s (at Pridwin) 
 

TUESDAY 21 FEBRUARY 
08h00 Class & Individual Photos 
 

THURSDAY 23 FEBRUARY 
10h00 Gr 0 open day 
11h30 School closes Gr 0-3 
12h00 School closes Gr 4-7 
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THE HEADMASTER’S DESK 

 

When one sets out to fix something it is useful to go through a process of fault finding. In 
order to find those faults one must of course have a very good understanding how the 
item works in the first place. Similarly if one is to fix a “learning problem” it would be 
extremely helpful to know how learning takes place. 
 
According to Levine our minds provide us with an inestimable number of basic 
implements for learning and applying what is learnt. These implements are called 
neurodevelopmental functions. A neurodevelopmental function can be responsible for 
recalling something seen (visual memory), another for recalling something heard 
(auditory memory), yet another will be responsible for awareness of the pencil point in 
the formation of letters and so on. The mind calls into action a complex array of functions 
in order to complete any academic task. Just as a dentist or surgeon would use a specific 
cluster of tools to complete a task, so the mind uses different clusters of 
neurodevelopmental functions to learn specific skills. A specific cluster of 
neurodevelopmental functions is used to master the times tables and a different set is 
combined to learn to ride a bicycle and so on. 
 
It should be no surprise then that each mind also has its own share of breakdowns or 
weaknesses. These deficiencies are called neurodevelopmental dysfunctions. We all live 
with our share of these flaws. Most of the time for most of us these dysfunctions are not 
too serious but for others they are a real problem and are impediments to success. 
 
Here are some examples of neurodevelopmental dysfunctions quoted from A Mind at a 
Time:  
 
“Some children have difficulty writing, even though they have lots to say.  They just can’t 
seem to form letters quickly and accurately enough to keep up with their flow of ideas 
and words.  So their writing is dramatically inferior to the richness of their thinking or 
speaking.  When kids write, their brains assign specific muscles to specific aspects of letter 
formation; certain muscles are supposed to handle vertical movement, others create 
rotary movement, others assume responsibility for horizontal movement, while still 
others operate to stabilise the pencil so it won’t fall on the floor while they write.  Some 
kids endure agonising difficulty with such motor implementation; they simply can’t assign 
the proper muscles consistently.  Therefore, writing looms as a tormenting problem for 
them.  This inability to assign specific muscles to operate in the right way at the right time 
during letter formation is a perfect example of a neurodevelopmental dysfunction.  Other 
kids have trouble finding the exact words they need when they talk, difficulty 
remembering the associations between sounds and symbols when they read, or trouble 
understanding complex sentences and thereby following directions quickly and precisely 
enough in the classroom.  Each of these deficiencies is a specific neurodevelopmental 
dysfunction and in each instance the dysfunction is likely to interfere with learning.   
 
All too often a neurodevelopmental dysfunction goes undetected – much like an unsolved 
crime.  ……… the assumption may prevail that somehow a floundering student is not really 
trying, that he is lazy, unmotivated, or perhaps, even worse, that he’s “just not too 
bright.”  A child …… may be discovered to be daydreaming and fidgeting in class,  
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dreadfully out of focus.  She is told she needs to start paying attention in class or she’ll get 
detention.  She comes to believe she is somehow bad.  No one seems to realise that her 
fragile concentration is a kind of mental fatigue or burnout; she has neurodevelopmental 
dysfunctions interfering with her mind’s ability to turn on and keep up the flow of mental 
energy that she needs to concentrate in class.  Her neurodevelopmental dysfunction is 
misread as a behaviour problem when she has to combat serious mental fatigue.   
She’s an innocent victim to her own wiring.” 
 
Schools and parents have the responsibility of ensuring the healthy development of 
neurodevelopmental functions. We need to track the mind’s growth processes during the 
course of the child’s school career in much the same way that we monitor a child’s 
nutritional needs and rate of growth. 
 
Medical professionals are accustomed to viewing the health of an individual as the sum 
total of various systems: the cardiovascular system, the nervous system and so on. 
Similarly Levine identifies eight learning systems which are critical to a child’s learning 
health. More next week! 
 
Reference: Levine, M. (2002) A Mind at a Time 
 
Back to the top  

 
 

PUPIL NEWS 

 
Congratulations to Joseph Hsu for receiving distinctions in both his practical and theory 
exams for piano. 
 

KNIGHT OF THE WEEK 
 

For assisting the PPA  
Matthew Edwards, James Jarvis, Shayur Nagar 
 

ACADEMIC AWARDS 
 
Honours: 
Reuben Baldry 
Nathan Williams 
Adam Shames 

 
Shield: 
Christopher Daniel 
Evan Barnes 
Thomas Carstens 
Harsheel Desai 
Luke Wides 
Haohan Yang 
 

Continued on page 5… 
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CLASS HONOURS 
 

GRADE 5H 
Botaki Mofana 
 
GRADE 1A 
Liam Wides 
Paul Tebeila 
 
GRADE 2W 
Dominic Thompson 
Xem Van Zalk 

GRADE 4M 
Matthew Liss 
Olethinala Mgeyane 
Oscar Mueller 
Joshua Onyejiaka 
Poelo Seboni 
Jacob Van Der Merwe 
Enrique De Naia 
Stefanos Hajichristoforou 
Shaun Hsu 
Oliver Rezek 
Andreas Papdopoulous 
Cade Nagle 
Luyanda Xaba 
Zuko Dingaan 
Timothy Jewell 
 

 
Back to the top  

 
 

CLASS PHOTOGRAPHS 

  

Tuesday 21 February 2017 
 

The Individual and Class Photographs of the boys, will be taken during the course of the 
school day on Thursday morning, 21 February, commencing at 08h00. Please ensure that 
your son is neatly and appropriately turned out for these photographs.   
  
Grade 0                Pridwin golf shirt with any shorts and shoes 
Grade 1-2            Full summer uniform, socks and shoes 
Grade 3-7            Full summer uniform, blazer, socks and shoes 
 

Back to the top  

 
 

HALF TERM CLOSING TIMES 

 
Please note the following closing times for Thursday, 23 February:- 
 

Grade 0 – 3 go home at 11h30.  There will be no aftercare, lunch or private sport. 
 

Grade 4 – 7 go home at 12h00.  Boys in the Senior School may go home at 11h30 if they 
have a sibling in the Junior School. 
 

School re-opens on Tuesday, 28 February. 
 

Back to the top  
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THIS WEEK’S MENU 

 

 

 
WEDNESDAY 15 FEBRUARY 

Boerewors & Prego rolls 
(sold by PPA moms) 

 
THURSDAY 16 FEBRUARY 

Fish & Chips 
Halloumi & Chips 

Mixed salad 
Water/Milk/Fruit 

 
FRIDAY 17 FEBRUARY 

Penne pasta in cream cheese with macon 
(beef) bits 

Green salad 
Water/Milk/Surprise 

 
MONDAY 20 FEBRUARY 

Grilled chicken drumsticks with 
potato wedges 

Veggie bake with chick peas and lentils 
Greek salad 

Water/Milk/Fruit 
 

TUESDAY 21 FEBRUARY 
Cottage pie 
Veggie pie 

Beetroot & coleslaw & 3 bean salad 
Water/Milk/Fruit 

 

 
 
 
Back to the top  
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FROM THE SPORT’S DESK 

 
CRICKET SEASON INFORMATION 

 
Due to the nature of the game, it is difficult to give an exact ending time for a fixture. 
Midweek cricket fixtures will end approximately 17h30. Boys may be collected from their 
respective venues, provided that they inform their coach. The rest of the boys will be 
transported back to Pridwin. All contact details for respective coaches are on the Pridwin 
website. 

 
PRIDWIN VS WHPS & TRINITY HOUSE 

 
TEAM DATE VENUE STARTING 

TIME 

3RD vs Trinity House 15/02 Home – Venus 1 14h15 

4TH vs Trinity House 15/02 Home – Janion 14h15 

5TH vs Trinity House 15/02 Away - Centurion 14h15 

6TH vs Trinity House  15/02 Away - Newlands 14h15 

U10B vs WHPS 18/02 Home – Astro 08h30 

U10A vs WHPS 18/02 Away – Pops  08h30 

U11B vs WHPS 18/02 Home – Melville 08h30 

U11A vs WHPS 18/02 Away  - Herringer 08h30 

2ND vs WHPS 18/02 Home – Venus Centre 08h30 

 
 

 

GRADE 2 OUTING 

 

The Grade 2s will be going on an outing to Greensleeves tomorrow, 16 February. Boys are 
to wear summer uniform. The bus will be leaving at 07h15 and will return by 14h00.  
Please ensure boys are dropped at school by 07h00.    

 
 

Back to the top  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.google.com/maps?ll=-25.766253,28.231778&z=17&t=m&hl=en-US&gl=ZA&mapclient=embed&cid=2842255695219960852
https://www.google.com/maps?ll=-26.09152,27.93651&z=17&t=m&hl=en-US&gl=ZA&mapclient=embed&cid=4091885705397196808
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PRIDWIN’S GRADE 6 & 7 SOCIAL 
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ADVERTISEMENTS 

 
Tutors @ Your Service: We travel to you. Our tutors achieved distinctions in area of subject and 
they are reliable and highly recommended. Our tutors are equipped to tutor Primary and High 
School learners as well as University level subjects. We specialise in all school subjects, including 
homework supervision. This year we celebrate our 10th year of success. Our learners have 
received excellent results and we are endorsed by many schools and teachers. Readers and 
scribes are also arranged for exam facilitation. Contact Mandy 082 217 2077/ Theresa 083 453 
4792, smp@icon.co.za or  www.tutorsatyourservice.co.za 
 
Looking for a professional driver, look no further. I am qualified, competent and reliable. I am 
looking for work as a personal driver or work for a company. Please contact me Mr Bopape on 
084 458 8012 or marakengb07@gmail.com 

Unfurnished, spacious cottage/flatlet in Saxonwold to let. R12 000 pm (excluding electricity). One 
large bedroom with dressing room and en-suite.  Large open plan lounge, separate dining room 
and comfortable kitchen. Covered parking bay. Separated patio and garden area. Back up water. 
Alarmed and secure. Call to arrange a viewing – 082 806 2279  
 
www.yourfamilydentist.co.za 
Give your family the gift of PREVENTATIVE DENTAL CARE. 

📞010 592 0000 to book an appointment. 

🏠257 Jan Smuts Ave, Rosebank/Dunkeld 
 
My gardener, Jackson, is looking for extra days and possibly accommodation in return for days 
worked. He has Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday available. 
He has three current references.  He is friendly, hardworking, always on time, skilled in all aspects 
of garden/pool care and can do anything around the house. 
Please consider him if you are looking for a gardener.  Annalize 0826860611. 
 
www.foodclubsa.com 
Enjoy natural and organic food with the convenience of home delivery.  
Eat healthy and feel better with delicious grass fed meats, organic fruit & veggies, dairy, bread, 
and more. Order now to receive your delivery on Friday. 
 
Rudo is highly organised domestic helper with 9 years’ experience. Can cook, excellent with kids 
and can do all the house cleaning. She is looking for a permanent position. Contact her on 063 809 
5797 / 084 2608539. 
 
My much loved domestic lady's daughter, Percy (ZIM) is available for a part-time or full time live 
in/out domestic position. She has 2 current references. She is friendly, kind, great with kids and 
animals, hard working and eager to learn. She has a 5 year old daughter and would prefer if her 
daughter can stay with her in the case of a live in position. Little Faith goes to nursery school. She 
is available immediately.  Annalize 0826860611 
 
Oak Glen Construction- Reliable, professional and efficient building services. For renovations, 
alterations, new builds and repairs, contact Greg on 082 225 1939; Graeme on082 094 1325 
info@oakglenconstruction.co.za www.oakglenconstruction.co.za “Construction Excellence” 
 

Back to the top 
*Pridwin does not necessarily endorse any services advertised* 
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